THE UNSATISFIED MEAL
Served in little boxes that look like cages,
1/2 bleach sandwich, chips, and vanilla wafers.
$7.50

THE Q-AWON
Pizza-Gate inspired pizza.
$7.50

SANDWICHES

The Very Stable Genius
Three layer club sandwich, but with no
toothpicks to hold it together so it just falls
apart on the plate
$7.50

Bleach Sandwich
White Wonder Bread, all white meat chicken,
mayo, and white American "cheese"
$7.50

The Big Beautiful
Healthcare Sandwich
Giant slices of white bread with nothing
in between them.
$7.50

The Climate Hoax
The bleach sandwich, but insufficiently
toasted, since global warming is a hoax.
$7.50

Hamberders
Your choice of one or two patriot patties
with non-USDA inspected beef.
Or maybe not beef. Who knows?
Regulations are unnecessary here.
$7.50

The Forest Rake
Our signature flame broiled hamberder
served on California whole wheat bread.
$7.50

*All sandwiches come with a side of Alternative Fries.

SALADS

KIDS MEALS

The Unhappy Meal
Served in little boxes that look like cages,
1/2 bleach sandwich, chips, and vanilla wafers.
$7.50

The Q-Anon
Pizza-Gate inspired pizza.
$7.50

DESSERTS

Trumpkin Pie
Make dessert great again, again.
$7.50

Grab a Pussy
Help yourself to a complimentary
cat shaped sugar cookie.
$0.00

MILKSHAKES

Vanilla Isis
We have the best malts, you have to try them.
$7.50

Angry Creamsicle
Comes in two sizes:
Huge
Bigly
$7.50
$17.50

OTHER

Wall of Tacos
Mexico will pay for it.
$0.00

The Deep State
Very deep bucket of fried chicken.
It's all wings. They have no meat to them.
$7.50

Mango Mussolini
The favorite milkshake of dictators.
$7.50

Orange Julius
Our signature drink.
$7.50